Raynaud’s phenomenon

Raynaud’s phenomenon (RP) is a common vasospastic condition which affects ~5% of the general population. The majority of individuals have primary RP; however, Raynaud’s can also occur secondary to a broad range of underlying medical conditions and drug therapies. RP is a cardinal feature in patients with systemic sclerosis and is often the earliest symptom of the disease. Unlike primary RP, patients with secondary RP can develop persistent digital ischaemia, including ulcers and gangrene. Patients require a comprehensive clinical assessment and investigation, in particular, the detection of autoantibodies and nailfold capillaroscopic abnormalities. Non-pharmacological management is indicated in all patients. There are a wide range of available drug therapies to treat RP, including when complicated by digital ulceration, and surgical intervention is sometimes required. Future research is needed to understand the complex pathogenesis of RP and to measure the impact and severity of RP to develop optimised approaches to management.

Introduction

Raynaud’s phenomenon (RP) is an episodic, vasospastic disorder typically characterised by digital vascular compromise following exposure to cold and/or emotional stressors (Fig 1). The majority (80–90%) of individuals have primary (‘idiopathic’) RP (PRP), whereas secondary RP (SRP) can occur due to a broad range of medical conditions and drug-related causes. Irrespective of the underlying cause, RP has a significant negative impact on individuals’ quality of life and can result in persistent digital ischaemia including ulceration and gangrene in secondary forms of RP (Fig 2). The purpose of this review is to describe the relevant epidemiology and pathogenesis, clinical features including complications, and provide a practical approach to the investigation and multi-faceted management of RP.

Search strategy

Our search strategy was developed in accordance with published recommendations for the writing of narrative reviews to inform the stated purpose of the review. The following search criteria were applied within the National Institutes of Health’s National Library of Medicine (PubMed) with a focus on recent publications within the past 5 years (1,074 results identified on 18 August 2020): (Raynaud*) AND ((assessment) OR (classification) OR (clinical...
Epidemiology

In general, the prevalence of RP within the general population has been reported to be approximately 5%. The authors of a recent systematic review and meta-analysis estimated that the prevalence and incidence of PRP was 4.85% (95% confidence interval (CI) 2.08–8.71) and 0.25% (95% CI 0.19–0.32), respectively. However, other studies have reported that the prevalence of PRP may be higher, affecting 2–20% of women and 1–12% men. Around half of patients with PRP have a family history of RP, particularly in females and those with early-onset RP. As a generalisation, PRP tends to occur before the age of 30; whereas, Raynaud’s that develops over the age of 40 is more likely to be SRP. In general, RP (and particularly PRP) is more common in women compared with men. The prevalence of RP increases with age in men and is more likely to be due to occupational exposures (eg vibratory tool use) or peripheral vascular disease (from atherosclerosis).

Secondary causes of RP

The causes of SRP are presented in Box 1. A comprehensive clinical assessment including investigations is required to identify any potential causes of SRP, considering the broad ranging pathology (described more later). This is of crucial importance as these may require a significantly different approach to treatment (eg treating severe hypothyroidism or management of paraproteinemia). RP is a cardinal feature in patients with systemic sclerosis (SSc) and is often the first symptom of the condition, particularly in patients with the limited subset of the disease, potentially occurring decades before the onset of skin thickening.

Pathogenesis of RP

The pathogenesis of RP involves a complex interplay between genetic, neural, vascular and intravascular factors. Although a detailed review of the pathogenesis of RP is beyond the scope of this review, an overview of the key pathogenetic mechanisms informs a systematic approach to both the assessment and management of RP. We will highlight the main pathogenic mechanisms that have been implicated in PRP and/or SSc-RP to date.

Genetic

Genetic factors appear to play an important role in the development of RP as demonstrated in familial and twin studies. Indeed, previous work has demonstrated half of patients with PRP have positive family history with first degree relatives having RP.


Episodic attacks of acral pallor or cyanosis
Peripheral pulses should be strong and symmetrical
No evidence of digital pitting, ulceration or gangrene
Normal nailfold capillaries
Negative antinuclear antibody
Normal erythrocyte sedimentation rate

Fig 1. Photograph of a hand with an example of digital vascular compromise from Raynaud’s phenomenon.

Of mechanistic and therapeutic interest, Munir et al reported that RP is associated with a polymorphism in the NOS1 gene.14

Vascular

Increased vascular tone including vasospasm including the digital arteries is central to the pathogenesis of RP.15,16 In SSc, there is endothelial dysfunction and overproduction of vasoconstrictors (eg endothelin-1 and angiotensin II) and impaired vasodilation with reduced production or reduced efficacy of vasodilators (eg nitric oxide and prostacyclin).17,18

Neural

The primary deficit in PRP is considered to be a ‘local fault’ in vascular function of thermoregulation.19 Central autonomous involvement has also been suggested to be important in the pathogenesis of connective tissue disease-associated RP.20 Cold stimuli causes relocation of alpha 2c-adrenergic receptors from the Golgi apparatus to the cell surface, through activation of the rho kinase, which then increases the sensitivity of contractile proteins and subsequent vasoconstruction.21 Increased alpha 2c-adrenergic expression in vascular smooth muscle cells has been reported in RP.22 Vasoconstruction compromises arteriovenous anastomoses and nutritional blood flow, which is further compounded in patients with SSc by vascular damage and occlusion.18,19 Abnormalities in vasoactive peptides (eg of calcitonin gene-related peptide vascular biology) have also been implicated in the pathogenesis of RP.23

Intravascular factors

Intravascular factors are also likely to play an important part in the pathogenesis of RP through increased viscosity (for example in certain haematological disorders). Contributory mechanisms which have been implicated in the pathogenesis of RP include (but are not limited to) platelet and white cell activation, red cell structural deformity and defective fibrinolysis.24,25

Clinical features

Typical attacks of RP consist of episodic colour change of the hands and often the feet triggered by exposure to cold temperature and/or emotional stress. The classical description of RP is a triad of initially white/pallor from vasoconstriction, blue/cyanosis from sequestration of deoxygenated blood and finally redness from reperfusion and hyperaemia (Fig 1). It is important to highlight that patients do not need to have all three colour changes.26 Cyanosis (without blanching) has been reported to be more common in patients with SSc compared with primary RP, and reactive hyperaemia less common. The majority of classification systems have traditionally mandated the presence of at least two (biphasic) colour changes.27 Raynaud’s can also affect other vascular beds including the lips, nose, ears and nipples.

It is important to differentiate RP from conditions which can potentially mimic cutaneous features including (but not limited to) acrocyanosis and erythromelalgia. Acrocyanosis is seen in vaso-occlusive disorders (eg cold agglutinin disease) which is characterised by persistent symmetrical cyanosis of the extremities and is exacerbated by cold exposure (akin to RP). Erythromelalgia is characterised by erythema and pain of the extremities which is exacerbated by heat rather than cold temperatures (unlike RP). The key is eliciting a clear temporal relationship between the cutaneous features and the environmental (eg cold vs hot) triggers.

Clinical assessment

A comprehensive clinical assessment is required in all patients with RP, with particular reference to the secondary causes of RP (Table 1).28 This should seek to address two main areas of concern.

> Does the patient have primary or secondary RP? In particular, does the patient have evidence of an autoimmune connective tissue disease?

> How severe is the patient’s RP including the burden of ischaemic digital complications (eg in SSc)? This will dictate management including the need for drug therapies and potentially surgical intervention.

History

As previously described, the age of onset of RP can often help to distinguish PRP from SRP. A detailed description of RP attacks should be elicited (eg the pattern of colour change and body areas affected). Thumb involvement is more likely to occur in patients with SRP compared to PRP.29 Asymmetrical RP attacks can indicate proximal (large) vessel disease. The impact of RP including the activities of daily living and occupation should be explored. Detailed past medical and drug histories (with reference to the causes of SRP) as well as an occupational history (eg the use of vibratory tools) should be obtained (Table 1).28 A family history of RP and any potentially associated autoimmune and/or rheumatological diseases (eg SSc) should be elicited.

Examination

A full physical examination should be performed with a particular focus on the extremities and signs of systemic diseases associated with SRP including established digital ischaemia (eg pitting scars and ulcers). Cutaneous manifestations of SSc should be actively sought such as skin thickening (scleroderma) including of the digits (sclerodactyly), calcinosis (subcutaneous calcium deposition) and telangiectases (dilated blood vessels). The peripheral pulses should be strong and symmetrical and abnormalities (eg low volume/absent) require urgent investigation (eg by arterial Doppler ultrasound).30,31 Cardiovascular and respiratory examinations should be undertaken including (but not limited to) eliciting features of pulmonary fibrosis and hypertension.

Investigations

When the history and examination strongly suggest PRP, ‘minimal’ investigations include full blood count, inflammatory markers (erythrocyte sedimentation rate or C-reactive protein), antinuclear antibody and nailfold capillaroscopy (discussed later). These should be within the normal range or low titre (eg antinuclear antibody). Autoantibody testing is particularly useful to help identify those patients who are at the greatest risk of developing a definitive connective tissue disease, including SSc.32 Extractable nuclear antibody testing can determine...
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Specialist investigations

Specialist investigations include assessment of microvascular structure (as assessed by nailfold capillaroscopy) and functional vascular imaging (including thermography). Laser-derived techniques (eg full-field perfusion of the digits) show great promise as a surrogate for SSc-digital vasculopathy (including RP) particularly to support drug development programmes / clinical trials.\(^{34}\)

Nailfold capillaroscopy

Nailfold capillaroscopy (Figs 3a and 3b) provides a unique non-invasive insight into the structure of the microcirculation. Capillaroscopy is performed at the base of the fingernails where the capillaries lie parallel to the surface of the skin. Capillaroscopy can be performed with either low-magnification examination (\(\sim \times 10\) magnification) using a variety of devices (dermatoscope, stereomicroscope or ophthalmoscope) or high-magnification examination (\(\sim \times 200–600\) magnification) using videocapillaroscopy.\(^{35,36}\) The former provides a wide-field examination of the nailfold; whereas, higher-magnification allows for a more detailed examination and quantification of microvascular structure.

Normal capillaries have a uniform, regularly distributed and ‘hairpin’-like appearance (Fig 3a). Whereas, in patients with SSc, there are progressive structural alterations (Fig 3b). Early abnormal findings include dilated capillaries and few haemorrhages. As these progress, there are more haemorrhages and frequent ‘giant’ capillaries. Late features include loss of capillaries (so-called ‘drop out’) with extensive avascular areas, and an aberrant (failed) attempt at neoangiogenesis.\(^{37}\) Similar nailfold capillaroscopic findings have been reported in mixed connective tissue disease including ‘ramified’ (or bushy) capillaries, which also share a number of similar clinical features of SSc (eg pulmonary hypertension) and systemic lupus erythematosus. Progressive nailfold capillaroscopic abnormalities have been reported to be predictive of disease progression in SSc including internal organ


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Cause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vascular (usually proximal large vessel disease, often unilateral symptoms)</td>
<td>Compressive (eg cervical rib)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obstructive: non-inflammatory (ie atherosclerosis); inflammatory vascular disease (eg thromboangitis obliterans (Buerger’s disease))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational</td>
<td>Hand–arm-vibration syndrome (vibration white finger)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoimmune conditions</td>
<td>Systemic sclerosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Systemic lupus erythematosus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sjogren’s syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed connective tissue disease / overlap syndromes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Undifferentiated connective tissue disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Idiopathic inflammatory myopathies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug-/chemical-related</td>
<td>Amphetamines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beta-blockers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bleomycin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cisplatin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clonidine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cyclosporine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interferons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methysergide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polyvinyl chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions associated with increased plasma viscosity and reduced digital perfusion</td>
<td>Cryoglobulinaemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cryofibrinogenaemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paraproteinaemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Malignancy (including as a paraneoplastic phenomenon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other causes and associations</td>
<td>Carpal tunnel syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frostbite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypothyroidism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
involvement and digital ulceration. A simple ‘fast-track’ algorithm has been developed to differentiate a ‘non-scleroderma’ from a ‘scleroderma’ pattern on capillaroscopic images, with excellent reported reliability. Experts in the field of capillaroscopy have recently produced consensus guidance on standardisation of nailfold capillaroscopy in patients with RP and SSc.

Infrared thermography
Infrared thermography uses a thermal imaging camera to measure the skin surface temperature which is an indirect measure of tissue perfusion. Patients with RP often have cooler fingertips (compared with healthy individuals) and can be used to differentiate between PRP and SRP. However, at present, there is no internationally agreed standardised thermography protocol, and some include dynamic (e.g. a cold challenge) assessment to further help to differentiate PRP and SRP. A limiting factor is that thermography requires relatively expensive equipment and a temperature-controlled laboratory. However, the increasing availability of low-cost (e.g. mobile phone) technology could facilitate the wider adoption of thermal imaging into routine clinical practice.

Management
The management of RP can be broadly considered under the two headings (which significantly overlap) of ‘uncomplicated RP’ and ‘complicated RP’, the latter of which involves progression to persistent tissue ischaemia (i.e. digital ulceration and/or gangrene; Fig 4).

Uncomplicated RP
Non-pharmacological interventions
Non-pharmacological interventions are indicated in all patients with RP. Patient education is essential including lifestyle measures (e.g. cold avoidance and wearing multiple layers of clothing) and to emphasise the importance of smoking cessation (which promotes vasoconstriction). Patients should be provided with high-quality information about RP, including patient information booklets and they should be sign-posted to patient-led organisations for support and advice, which is increasingly being accessed online.

First-line drug treatment
Drug treatment is indicated when non-pharmacological interventions are insufficient to manage RP and is often required in patients with SRP (especially SSc). Calcium channel blockers (e.g. nifedipine) are often used as first-line drug treatment for PRP and SRP. Other drug classes which are used for the treatment of RP include angiotensin receptor II antagonists (e.g. losartan), angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, and selective serotonin receptor antagonists (e.g. fluoxetine). The latter of which is particularly useful in patients who are prone to significant vasodilatory side effects. In general, drug therapies for RP are started at a low-dose and gradually increased based on the benefits of treatment vs dose-limiting side effects.

Complicated RP
Drug therapy for refractory RP
Clinicians are increasingly using phosphodiesterase-type 5 inhibitors (particularly sildenafil) earlier in the pharmacological treatment of RP, particularly when complicated CTD-associated RP is complicated by digital ischaemia and/or gangrene. Prostanoid therapy (e.g. iloprost or epoprostenol) is administered (intravenously) in cases of refractory digital ulcers (to foster ulcer healing and reduce new ulceration) and is also used in patients with severe RP (despite the previously described interventions). The endothelin-receptor antagonist bosantan is licensed in Europe for the treatment of digital ulcers in SSc. Bosantan reduces the development of new ulcers but does not impact on the healing of existing ulcers. However, a similar effect was not observed with macitentan (another endothelin-receptor antagonist). Such drug therapies are often used in combination in the context of complicated RP. Of note, the therapeutic pathways which are targeted for refractory RP are also similarly targeted for the treatment of pulmonary hypertension.
**Conclusion**

RP is a common condition which is associated with significant morbidity including pain and disability. A key feature is that secondary forms of SRP (especially in patients with SSC) can result in digital ulceration and gangrene. A comprehensive clinical assessment (history and physical examination) is required in all patients with RP and requesting investigations. Key investigations include the detection of autoantibodies and/or nailfold capillary abnormalities to identify those individuals who are at the highest risk of developing connective tissue diseases (eg SSC). Non-pharmacological intervention is indicated in all patients with RP. There are a wide range of oral drug therapies for RP including when complicated by digital ischaemia. Surgical intervention is sometimes required in severe (refractory) RP and/or persistent digital ischaemia. Future research is needed to understand the complex pathogenesis and lived experience of RP / outcome measures of treatment efficacy to develop optimised approaches to management including pharmacological therapies.
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**Surgical intervention**

Surgery is reserved for severe (refractory) RP and/or persistent digital ischaemia (ie ulcers and gangrene). Indications for surgery include severe (and often nocturnal pain) which suggests underlying necrosis or abscess development, removal of infected tissue including deeper bony involvement (ie osteomyelitis), and debulking of subcutaneous calcinosis. There is increasing experience in digital (periarterial) sympathectomy for RP and this could also potentially be beneficial for early digital ischaemia.58 Similarly, there is increasing interest surrounding botulinum injections; however, the evidence base to support these interventions at present is limited and warrants further investigation.59,60

**Unmet needs and challenges**

Further research is required to understand the complex aetio-pathogenesis of RP and how this differs between patient groups, including how to optimise approaches to treatment. Historically, assessment of treatment efficacy in clinical trials has relied upon patient-reported, diary-based methods, which experts in SSC and RP have expressed significant concerns relating to the conduct of drug development programmes.61 Ongoing work to understand the patient experience of RP (and digital ulcers) could lead to the development of novel patient reported outcome measures which would capture the multifaceted impact of RP and ischaemic digital complications.62,63 Another key consideration is that episodic (vasospastic) ischaemia from RP in SSC is complicated by progressive accumulation of structural microvascular damage, which is considered largely irreversible. The relative merits of sequential monotherapy vs initial combination therapy for RP (akin to the modern pharmacological treatment of pulmonary hypertension) has yet to be studied. A ‘unified’ vascular phenotype has been recently proposed in SSC. With this in mind, could a ‘treat-to-target’ approach, which is widely adopted in medicine, also be adopted for the treatment of RP?18,64 Furthermore, could such an approach to treatment also positively modify the other digital and visceral vascular complications of SSC?19 Topical approaches to treatment also merit revisiting, as such, a ‘local’ approach to treatment could be better tolerated compared with systemic therapies for RP (and also digital ischaemic complications).65–67

---

Fig 4. Flowchart for treatment of Raynaud’s phenomenon. ACE = angiotensin-converting enzyme; ARB = angiotensin II receptor blockers; CCB = calcium-channel blockers; IV = intravenous; PDE5 = phosphodiesterase type 5; RP = Raynaud’s phenomenon; SSRI = selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor.

Establish whether the patient has primary or secondary RP and treat if appropriate

- General/lifestyle measures in all patients with RP
  - Ineffective

Uncomplicated RP – drug therapies:
  - CCBs, ARB, SSRI, alpha blockers, ACE inhibitors
  - Ineffective or progression to persistent digital ischaemia
  - Complicated RP – drug therapies:
    - PDE5 inhibitor, IV prostanoïd
    - Ineffective

Complicated RP – surgical intervention:
  - digital (periarterial) sympathectomy / botulinum injection
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